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HE gross domestic product, or
GDP, has been and will continue to remain the most commonly used indicator of economic
performance and growth.
Changed circumstances today require a
broader framework where policymakers
are prompted by socio-economic indicators other than GDP.
In the first 30 years of Singapore the
population was less bifurcated, socially
and economically – so, GDP as a key indicator was sufficient. We just needed to
grow fast, create jobs and build affordable houses.
Today, it is no more about how fast we
grow. Increasingly, it is about how we
grow, where we grow, whether we are
prepared to pay the price for growth and,
whether we are growing together. These
are all challenges that developed societies
face; challenges of managing success.
The GDP is not equipped to prompt us
or provide answers in these increasingly
critical areas. Worse, if we focus too
much and too long on the GDP, it could
paint too rosy a picture – a false positive
– and distract us from these issues.
The GDP is essentially a measurement
of economic activity, not economic benefit. Used on its own, it can be a misleading indicator of economic progress and
welfare of the individual Singaporean.
We need a system that helps us better
anticipate these issues – be more proactive than reactive.
Singapore’s per capita GDP has risen
exponentially over the past 44 years. Ac-
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This is an edited excerpt of a speech by Nominated MP Viswa Sadasivan in
Parliament on Monday when he moved a motion calling on the Government to
track indicators beyond gross domestic product.

Look beyond GDP for
true measure of welfare
cording to figures from the Department
of Statistics, in Singdollar and nominal
terms, Singapore’s per capita GDP grew
from $1,567 in 1965 to $53,192 in 2008,
one of the highest in the world.
But profits take about 46 per cent of
Singapore’s GDP, extremely high compared to other developed economies. Half
of this high profit share goes to the coffers of foreign-owned companies with operations here. What is left in the GDP pie
to directly benefit Singaporeans is therefore a relatively small amount.
In other developed countries, wages
take up more than half of the total GDP.
In Singapore, wages account for about 43
per cent of our GDP, compared to 58 per
cent in the US and 57 per cent in Japan.
While we have one of the highest per
capita GDPs in the world, according to fig-

ures from the CIA (Central Intelligence
Agency) World Factbook for 2009, Singapore ranks as one of the highest in the
world in terms of income inequality.
Based on 2008 figures, Singapore has a
Gini coefficient of 48.10 – which is much
higher than other countries in Asia including China, Malaysia and the Philippines.
This should certainly be a cause for concern for us, but it will be red-flagged only
if we pay prompt attention to this indicator together with the GDP.
There is significant movement, especially in the developed world, to shift global thinking on how we measure our economy, our progress and prosperity.
US Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke has argued passionately for an acknowledgement of the inherent limitations of the GDP as a policy tool for poli-

cymakers, as it focused primarily on what
he terms “material determinants of social
welfare”. He calls for a “broader measurement of human welfare”.
The Report On Economic Performance
And Social Progress was commissioned
by French President Nicolas Sarkozy in
the aftermath of the global crisis that
started in 2007. It states that conventional market-based measurements of income, wealth and consumption are insufficient to assess human well-being.
It emphasised the need to give greater
prominence to factors such as income distribution, personal consumption and individual wealth, while assessing qualitative
aspects such as health, education, the environment,
employment,
material
well-being, interpersonal connectedness

and political engagement.
It was tabled at the 2009 G-20 summit
in Pittsburg, US. The leaders endorsed
the need to include indicators other than
GDP to have a better measurement of
progress.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is actively challenging the pre-eminent status
of the GDP as the “end all” of all indicators. They strongly support the “institutionalisation of a range of indicators”.
Apart from the currently used key indicators of GDP, consumer price index
(CPI), industrial production index, and total exports/imports, we could consider including other economic indicators that
measure median wages, income distribution, productivity, job satisfaction and
household consumption. The new framework should also include indicators for
quality of life and general well-being – a
range of indices that measure income,
public services, health, leisure, wealth,
mobility, the environment and connectedness.
I would like to acknowledge our admirable economic achievement over the
past 45 years because of sound economic
policies and good governance. I urge the
Government to view my observations
with an open mind – to see it not as a criticism of current practice but as a considered appeal for a review that will help provide greater clarity in policy formulation,
resulting in policies and programmes that
resonate better with the ground.

Future looks bleak
for S. Korean leader
BY BRUCE GALE
SENIOR WRITER
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Workboats operating near the Transocean Development Drilling Rig II at the site of the Deepwater Horizon incident in the Gulf of Mexico last
Friday. The well-head has been capped and BP is continuing to test the integrity of the well before resuming production. PHOTO: ASSOCIATED PRESS

What to expect when
the unexpected hits
BY BILL DURODIE
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES
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CCORDING to oil giant BP,
the cost of the Deepwater Horizon oil platform explosion
in April has already exceeded
US$3 billion (S$4 billion).
Various parties and activists have
used this episode to make impassioned
assertions about what this suggests
about contemporary society: a supposed
addiction to oil, human hubris with respect to the environment, and so on. But
one of the more salutary lessons revealed in the US House of Representatives sub-committee hearings on the
spill appears to have made little impact
in policy circles thus far.
How could a company the size of BP
have failed to plan for such an emergency? The answer is that they did. But
there is an enormous gulf between planning and effective action. It is a gulf that
is growing in society today, and one that
policymakers everywhere ought to pay
particular attention to.
The Sub-committee on Energy and
Environment grilled the chief executives
not just of BP but also of the five largest
oil companies about their drilling safety
and regulatory standards and procedures. What they inadvertently exposed
was how many risk management documents today – along with impact analyses, mission statements, codes of practice and values statements – are just
that: documents. They bear little relation to the capabilities and actualities of
how companies would respond to a real
problem.
To be fair to BP and the other oil companies, this is not a problem restricted
to their industry, or even to large corporations in general. The gulf between compliance and capability affects businesses
and governments everywhere. Risk management has become a ritual – undertaken in order “to be seen” to be concerned
about possible problems – rather than
with a view to building up real capacity
for dealing with them.
The demand emanating from certain
quarters – that society should refrain
from dangerous ventures lest they lead

to unexpected problems – is often
phrased in the apparently reasonable language of the need for precaution. But it
is one that actually precludes the possibility of learning and developing new
tools to deal with the unexpected. As
most people recognise, it is only through
making mistakes that we ever learn our
limitations and are able to move forward. Risk management itself, when taken too far, is in danger of precluding this
very possibility of learning and thereby
advancing our capacities and capabilities.

How could a
company the
size of BP have
failed to plan for such an
emergency? The answer is that
they did. But there is an
enormous gulf between
planning and effective action.
It is a gulf that is growing in
society today, and one that
policymakers everywhere ought
to pay particular attention to.
While some may view deep sea drilling as a step too far for society, they
should note that it also displays remarkable human ingenuity. Whatever the lessons learnt from this particular episode
– more effective safety valves, technology for skimming the ocean, and so on –
these will be of benefit to the industry,
other industries, and society for some
time to come, until the next unexpected
emergency hits us.
In the meantime, however, we could
all do with learning one of this incident’s
fundamental lessons, and examining to
what extent policies are just statements
of intent rather than genuine assessments of capability. What is quite clear
from the BP case is that such documents
are produced in an increasingly perfunctory and ritual manner. They are rarely,

if ever, inspected or put to the test –
which could come only from taking actual risks and handling genuine problems
on a regular basis – not by avoiding
them.
There is of course, little inherently
wrong with planning for the worst and
modelling possible outcomes. A cursory
look across the policy arena today reveals many government departments as
well as companies doing just that.
But the danger is the possibility of a
performative, ritual aspect to this approach. BP – along with three of the other large oil companies – had included a
declaration to protect walruses in their
emergency-response plans. This, no
doubt, was included specifically to assuage and pander to the concerns of environmentalists, despite the fact that walruses, along with seals and sea lions, do
not inhabit the Gulf of Mexico.
This should not be seen as a form of
dishonesty on the part of BP, but rather
as a by-product of a culture that prioritises risk management over learning lessons through taking risks, and that fetishises the production of documents
over the delivery of material goods and
benefits. Of course, if BP had focused on
delivering its core product, rather than
self-consciously rebranding itself “Beyond Petroleum” in 2001, then it may
have had rather more engineers than
marketing experts at hand to deal with
the problem.
All government agencies and businesses today will recognise the danger of image increasingly dominating insight.
Style appears to trump substance at every turn. Generals and armies, too, have
fallen when they invested more in media
management than in just getting on with
the job and delivering.
Public life more broadly is in danger
of being turned into a series of empty rituals as documents outlining the need for
“transparency”, “best practice”, “dialogue”, and an assorted range of other
fashionable phrases and buzzwords appear from every quarter, often encouraged by civil society groups that demand
a lot from others but deliver little of
their own.
The real lesson from this disaster is
one which not just large corporations,
but also governments and civil society
groups the world over would do well to
learn: It is actual, operational action in
the real world that teaches us how to
deal with emergencies, while models,
plans and procedures can often become
a way to hide behind the failure to really
deliver.
The writer is a senior fellow at the
S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies,
Nanyang Technological University.

S PRESIDENT Lee Myung Bak of
South Korea about to become a
lame duck leader?
Recent developments certainly
suggest that that is the case. On
June 2, Mr Lee’s conservative Grand National Party (GNP) received a surprise setback in city and provincial elections.
Then, on June 29, the National Assembly rejected a controversial plan to modify an earlier proposal designed to ease
congestion in Seoul by developing an alternative city 150km south of the capital.
This was followed on July 11 by the resignation of a key presidential aide who
was named in an alleged abuse of power
scandal involving President Lee’s acquaintances.
Adding insult to injury are the opinion
polls, which last month showed the President’s approval rating falling to below 40
per cent for the first time this year.
Mid-term blues are common among
South Korean presidents. Unfortunately,
they also tend to become permanent.
These once-popular leaders end their
terms in ignominy, usually with approval
ratings below 10 per cent.
Former president Roh Moo Hyun’s suicide in May last year after being implicated in a corruption scandal underlines the
point. Mr Roh won the 2002 elections, only to be impeached in March 2004 over
charges of electoral law violations, economic mismanagement and illegal campaign donations.
He was reinstated two months later after the Constitutional Court overturned
the impeachment. However, he later lost
control of the legislature and engaged in
personal feuds with the media until the
end of his term in February 2008.
The previous Kim Dae Jung administration (1998-2003) had a similarly rough
ride. Taking office soon after the Asian financial crisis, Mr Kim vigorously pushed
the economic reform and restructuring
recommended by the International Monetary Fund, successfully engineering an
economic recovery.
However, a series of scandals ravaged
Mr Kim’s presidency during the second
half of his term, severely damaging his
popularity. They included bribery scandals involving the president’s sons, and
another involving large transfers of cash
to North Korea.
Mr Lee is now halfway through his
five-year term, which officially ends in
February 2013. Like his predecessors, he
is forbidden by the Constitution from
standing again. The election for his successor is scheduled for December 2012.
Ahead of last month’s local elections,
GNP candidates were generally believed
to be in a strong position. Mr Lee’s popularity, it was assumed, had risen
on the strength of his strong
stance against North Korea in
the wake of the sinking of a
South Korean warship.
It is now clear, however,
that voters were more influenced by opposition charges that Seoul’s retaliatory
measures on trade and
aid could make war
more likely.
“Do you want war
or do you want
peace?”
opposition
candidates asked.
The opposition
Democratic Party

not only did well in its traditional strongholds, but also managed to win the post
of mayor in the industrial port city of
Incheon, a traditional conservative bastion.
The failure of the legislature to approve Mr Lee’s plans to develop Sejong into an education and business hub was yet
another humiliating defeat.
Opponents, including many within the
President’s own party, preferred the original plan, which focused on relocating government departments. The latter idea
was introduced by former president Roh,
after his initial effort to relocate the capital was deemed unconstitutional.
Observers believe it is only a matter of
time before Prime Minister Chung Un
Chan, who was appointed by Mr Lee to
help push through the revised decentralisation plan, resigns.
What can President Lee do?
Some observers have suggested that he
appoint Ms Park Geun Hye – a long-time
rival within the GNP and proponent of
the original Sejong City plan – as prime
minister. This would help heal the rift in
the ruling party that became obvious
when about 50 party members joined the
opposition in the legislature to vote down
the President’s proposal. But such a bold
measure seems unlikely. It is certainly
out of keeping with the current state of
South Korean politics, which is increasingly mired in personality clashes.
The Korean economy grew more than
7 per cent in the first half of this year on
the back of strong export growth.
But the effects of that growth have yet
to spread to the public, and external uncertainties are prompting many economists to forecast difficult conditions in
the second half of the year. Organisations
such as the IMF have also been urging
Asian policymakers to brace themselves
for the possibility of further economic
shocks.
It is natural for a president’s influence
to wane as the end of his term approaches. But in the current circumstances, it
hardly makes sense for South Korea to
continue a tradition in which the last 21/2
years of a president’s term of office are effectively wasted.
A skilful leader should be able to delay
this process. But with opposition parties
notorious for sensationalising any hint of
scandal, it will not be easy.
bruceg@sph.com.sg

President Lee
has his job
cut out for
him, with the
opposition
just waiting to
pounce on any
chance to
diminish his
standing
further.
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